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A Worm’s Eye View... the Recycling History of the World 

The first in the series, this book explores the 
history of recycling and sets new set new 
benchmarks for science and environmental 
education for kids.  
Over 50,000 copies sold in South Korea alone.  

‘Exceptional books are needed to make a 
difference. Combining humour and science, 
this book is the key to educating generations 
about the beauty and fragility of this planet.’ 

Where does the POO go... when you Flush? 

A humorous, sometime irreverent, but  factual exploration on sewerage and where it all 
goes... from the first prehistoric dino-dump, to today’s mega sewage networks servicing 
our cities. Answers for those tricky, icky questions especially on recycling. 

‘For once my girl is reading & not watching the box tonight.’  EBay Chat-room mum   
 

‘The cold hard facts about human waste in time and space as never told before. 
Funny but not crude, informative but enjoyable.’ Syd Smith, NSW Dept of Education  

 

‘A classic Australian children’s book.’       David de Groot                                         

Water... the Amazing Journey 

Water needs to be managed now more than ever.  
Follow the amazing journey of water through it’s never-ending cycle.  
Learn how our planet’s most important molecule - water, is used throughout the world. 
Understand hydro electric power, dirty water, conserving water and what to do 
to ensure there is enough clean water for everyone. Fascinating facts, wicked humour 
and bright illustrations will give science a new perspective.  

‘This book fits in with the school teachings on the environment and it’s push to 
get kids to  understand the importance of water.’   Fiona Coffey, Librarian, Mona Vale 

World-wide Waste... it’s not a load of Rubbish 

“Someone wisely remarked that ‘Now there is no place called AWAY where we 
can throw things anymore!’  Waste is one of THE most important issues facing 
everyone. Caren Trafford's book is factually spot on and really fun.”    
                                                                         Robyn Williams, AM, ABC Science Show. 

This is a great book; it helped me understand  recycling and the different ways 
there are to reduce waste. I loved the pictures, they’re mad.’     Olivia C, Year 6 

Weather or Not... it’s a Climate for Change 
‘This book simplifies the complex  science of weather in a way that makes readers of 
all ages appreciate what’s happening to our climate and what we can do to help our 
planet.’                                          Mike Bailey, former weather presenter and producer ABC TV 

 
 

Join Muzbar, Storm Front and the Green House Gas Gang and learn why weather 
patterns and climate are changing.  
Complex science is broken down into understandable chunks so that everyone can 
understand the greatest threat to our planet.  

         ENVIRO-Library: Books, Posters & Web-based Resources 
 

Packed with environmental facts for students 6-13. Encourages a pro-active approach towards complex 

environmental issues. Narrative non-fiction style absorbs & intrigues students & provides teaching & 

resource materials. Designed to entertain & inform on critical environmental issues.   
                                     

POW! Meet the Renewables - an energetic exposé on Energy today. Fossil fuels 
provide 80% of today’s energy and are being consumed as fast as they can be produced. 
Is it any wonder that they are running out? To make things worse, pollution and 
Greenhouse Gas emissions are rising. Our planet is in peril.  
What’s the answer?  
Meet the Renewables! They're clean, mean and ready to shine.  
How does Renewable Energy work?  
How can we use less energy and help clean up?  
Once again, Muzbar, Poo-looter and other favourites join forces to expose Energy and 
explain how to make the Renewables part of your future.  

BOOK TITLES 
Education is never easy. Combining facts, humour and illustrations, this library stands as 

a useful and practical resource for teachers, students and parents.                                                          



 

 

SHORTLISTED 2009 

Order Form & Tax Invoice:  Australia  
‘imparting environmental knowledge with fun’ 

Name  Position  
(if applicable) 

 

Company/School  
(if applicable) 

 

Delivery Address  

 State/Post Code   

Contact Details  Email  Tel  

   BOOKS RRP  
(incl. GST) 

No Subtotal 

1.  Worm’s Eye View ... The Recycling History of the World                                                       $18.00   

2.  Where does the POO go… when you Flush                $18.00   

3.  Water… the Amazing Journey                                    $18.00   

4.  World Wide Waste… it’s not a load of Rubbish         $18.00   

5.  Weather or Not… it’s a Climate for Change               $18.00   

6.  POW! Power Our World... Meet the Renewables  $18.00   

7.  ENVIRO-LIBRARY Set of six (6) books (one of each of above titles) save $8.00 $100.00   

8. The Dog Detective Agency: Book 1: The Case of Green Ham $18.00   

9. The Dog Detective Agency: Book 2 : The Case of the Disappearing Ducks $18.00   

   POSTERS 
   

1.  Worm’s Eye View   (4 x A2 posters)       Dinosaurs; Ancient Times; Industrial Age;  Modern Times                                                                                                                            $20.00   

2.  Water   (4 x A3 posters)                              Water Cycle; Water through the Ages; Great Waterfalls; Ice   $16.00   

3.   Poo   (4 x A3 posters)     Ancient Rome, Middle Ages, Household Systems, Sewage Treatment Plant $16.00   

4.   POW! Greenhouse Gases and Renewables     (4 x A3 posters)  
 Power-station, GHG Gang, Reduce Power Use, Meet the Renewables        

$16.00   

  ADD:   Postage & Handling (in Australia)  for orders up to $120.00.   1 $10.00 

   TOTAL OF ORDER  $  

Etram Pty Ltd                     Mail: PO Box 1003, Rozelle, NSW  2039  Australia                      Web: www.planetkids.biz     

                                                   Phone: 0410 991 670                                                                                  Email: mail@planetkids.biz  

Order Number: 

Brain Food for Kids 

 
PAYMENT METHOD:  DIRECT DEPOSIT                
 

    Account Name:    ETRAM Pty Ltd 
                      BSB:  082088       
                      Bank: NAB      
                      Account No: 48224 0989 

Please email your order to  
mail@planetkids.biz  
& we will invoice you 

ABN: 43 088 201 674 


